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images By Daniel Martinez-Krams Daniel Martinez-Krams is a senior editor
of the Op-Ed section. There is no doubt what the American public thinks

about Washington and its leadership: they disdain it. The fact that
President Barack Obama and Congress have managed to get their job
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approval rating to a dismal 9 percent should come as no surprise;
Americans, by the tens of millions, just don’t like what they have to deal
with in Washington these days. The average approval rating for Congress

recently has been 9 percent since 2006; the approval rating for the
president has hovered between 6 and 8 percent since he took office in

2009. Despite this dismal assessment, some have drawn hopeful
conclusions about the political power of the people. Judging from the

unexpected victories of American candidates in the recent election, many
of them are drawing on lessons from the past that say ordinary citizens

can, in fact, change history. That is not to suggest that history is fixed and
we can’t change it, but it does suggest that people who say nothing

changes history are mistaken. Take the most recent election. We might
have assumed
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I've always known that when we use words like here, there, and so, we

use 'to' when we want to talk about a place, and 'by' when we want to talk
about people. I'm wondering if this is always true, and if so, why is this? A:
Well, these are the'reciprocal' cases, where to and by are standard. There

are cases where one of these might not be used in a given context, but
it's a well established convention. To explain them: When people use

'here', they generally refer to a place of physical origin. The same pattern
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applies when people say 'there', but with 'there' the place of origin is a
social space. 'So' and 'by' are the same thing, but with'so' people are

talking about social origin, while 'by' people are talking about where the
things about which they're speaking were created. Some people say 'I'll
go to the store by myself' rather than 'I'll go to the store myself.' If you

say 'I'll go to the store by myself,' people will wonder why you want to go
to the store, which may be not what you intend to communicate. If you

say 'I'll go to the store myself,' people will assume that your destination is
the store. Note that it's not possible to replace here or there with so or by.

For example, one cannot say 'I'll walk here by myself.' 'When' can be
replaced with 'in' when the time is important, and one is talking about
something that is a part of a process, as in 'I'll be there by 2 o'clock'

instead of 'I'll be there in two hours'. Note that when modifying another
verb in this way, you must use 'in'. A: When you say "to", it will generally
be a place - sometimes a location, sometimes a time in the future (to buy
the car, to travel to school). With "by" it will be people, usually again with

some temporal frame.
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